
 
Additional questions 

 
 

 
1. Attitude is changing - just look at tower fire - people can now vent there visible vent 

by mobile and twitter (Pre conception media led) 
 

Social media certainly changes the rules of the debate, and puts organisations in a 
tougher position as the story of H+S failure/disaster, or indeed ‘H+S gone mad’ can 
spread fast and without any checking. But the same is also true – support for regulation 
and anger at those who ignore H+S can also spread (and usually, people only 
experience whichever is closest to their own attitude). The impact of social media and 
responses to health and safety issues ties in with the difference we mentioned in the 
webinar and that we saw in our research, between ‘opinions’ (being the immediate, 
surface level response) and ‘attitudes’ (being more stable, longer-term and considered 
ideas; see p.208 of our project report). 
 
It will be interesting to see whether the capacity of traditional printed media to shape 
public attitudes is reduced as a result of technological changes; this may well have 
already happened to a degree (as attitudes generally seem less critical now than 5 
years ago). We might also question how long the social media ‘splash’ lasts in the 
event of an accident or a disaster, how far people look beyond the immediate event at 
the broader issues, and how quickly the event itself fades from view. However, the 
broad idea of the post-truth culture we live in would seem to be fertile breeding ground 
for health and safety myth-making. 
 

2. How do you think, or did you investigate the effect the litigation culture has had on 
attitudes to health and safety? – in my experience people tend to lose the common 
sense aspect of personal health and safety and then use litigation as a means of 
negating their own lack of regard for their own safety / You've not commented on the 
role of civil liability claims in creating a negative perception of H&S – did you consider 
this, and if so what conclusions did you reach? 

 

We touched on this briefly during the Q and A at the end of the webinar, mentioning 
that we considered the role and effect of the compensation culture on perceptions of 
health and safety. First, the public attitudes data we gathered showed that this issue 
was heavily toxic for perceptions of health and safety more generally, as this quote 
illustrates; 

“with health and safety we’re lead to believe that there are more rules than 
perhaps there is, but you live under the fear and the threat that if you don’t apply 
certain things you leave yourself open to getting sued” (F1: 6.29) 

In particular, there was not a clear sense that members of the public saw ‘health and 
safety’ and ‘compensation culture’ as separate things. The legal system, health and 
safety experts, and insurers, were all blamed for this claim culture, and those who 
engaged with compensation claims were judged very negatively in moral terms; seen 
as opportunists, spongers, and unscrupulous. This perception is one that has been 
echoed by policymakers (such as the Young review and the DWP), and politicians, 
despite a lack of hard-and-fast evidence that the claim culture is actually real. But it is 
also not new; these concerns were raised back in the early 1960s by T.A. Swinden at 
the TUC’s Joint Industrial Conference in 1962: “the danger we have to guard against 
today is of passing the point of diminishing returns…past this point there is a risk of 
the law being brought into disrepute and this is a situation against which we must at 
all times endeavour to protect ourselves.”   
 



3. Do you think that educating public in early stages (school) with interactive seminars 
would make a difference in the H&S misconceptions we face today? 

 

Yes, undoubtedly, one of the findings and recommendations we made was that there 
is a need to build a basic safety-literacy and awareness among a much wider 
proportion of the population. School-level engagement is one way of doing this. It is 
something that has actually been suggested periodically for much of the twentieth 
century – certainly by the 1960s some (relatively isolated, it has to be said) voices 
were calling for ‘industrial safety’ training as a part of technical education and 
preparation for manual jobs, though needless to say, with the decline of ‘traditional’ 
heavy industries, the ‘obvious’ need for some sort of health and safety education has 
become a rather harder case to make. One way around this may be to ensure that it 
is ‘embedded’ in wider issues and thereby avoiding alienating people and H+S being 
seen as an ‘isolated’ issue; health and safety often works best when it can be viewed 
as part of a broader valued goal (production/product quality, customer-orientation, or 
citizenship and employability).  
 

4. There's nowadays a strong focus on the future of work and what challenges the 
world of work will represent to OSH legislation. Do you have any recommendations 
for OSH practitioners? 

  

Here we’d point to the importance of recognising how the workplace and work roles 
have already changed, over the last 60 years, and the impact this has had on how 
OSH has been understood and dealt with. The fact we’re even responding to this 
question suggests that the changing nature of work is something much of the 
population is aware of, typically seen in terms of the (already substantial) shift from 
manual work to office or service based roles, with an accompanying change in the 
demographic of the workforce (typically seen in terms of a greater number of women 
working). The trick now is to work out how to deal with the likely future direction of 
change (automation, job insecurity/ multiple jobs, home working, and so on).  
 
In terms of the project recommendations, we’d point you towards the need to find 
new ‘leader industries’ (p.201 of the project report) and in particular for OSH 
practitioners, the idea of designating ‘safety champions’ (p.211 of the project report) 
– the charismatic people who will take others along with them and who will publicly 
speak up for OSH (whether it be in the workplace or more widely – or ideally both). 
With safety champions in the new leader industries (for example, lower hazard 
settings such as clerical or office work) the OSH profession would be well-placed to 
develop approaches for tackling the coming changes. 
 
Put simply, we’d say keep talking about it and making OSH a priority for regulators 
and for employers, as well as working with unions and others who are looking at the 
changing nature of work and the OSH implications. 
 
 

5. Do you believe there are real hard-routed ancestral issues with attitudes towards 
health and safety? For example what is the general consensus with the younger 
generations at your universities? / In my experience the greatest resistance to health 
and safety has been from the older generations, whereas the younger generations 
seem to be more accepting or open to health and safety – did you find that this is an 
accurate representation? 

 

I (Mike) would see the first part of this question as about the persistence of the past, 
and how it shapes where we are now. Absolutely what has gone before influences 
the present – sometimes in quite specific and tangible ways (for example, the 



existence of particular legislation or regulatory regimes, introduced following a 
disaster or incident), but sometimes also in pervasive but less obvious ways (for 
example, some of the sorts of things we considered in our project, such as attitudes 
towards health and safety).  
 
By way of example, I teach a final year unit on the history of safety and accidents in 
Britain since c.1850, and as a part of it at the beginning and end of the unit I ask 
students some questions about their perceptions of health and safety. Initially they 
share some of the surface-level attitudes we discussed in the webinar – ‘health and 
safety gone mad’ etc – that they’ve clearly picked up from the lazy rhetoric that has 
been floating around over the past 20 years or so. But when they dig down into the 
issues, they can see where we’ve come from and how dangerous things were in the 
past – and that the current system might actually have some value after all. So, 
anecdotally, my students are at least open to the positive idea of health and safety, 
and I’m not sure I would say there was a hard-routed attitude at play. 
 
Coming more directly from the project, the focus groups demonstrated a mixed 
picture. A common theme was that things have improved when compared with the 
past: “There has been progress, my granddad died of emphysema because of the 
mines and he also lost a finger through the pit machines” (A1: 55.34). There wasn’t a 
particularly marked difference between the young and the old on this issue. On the 
other hand, in general terms, much of the resistance to health and safety that we 
encountered in the focus groups did tend to come from our older participants. 
 
 

6. How do you see the future for communication and change with sustainability and 
climate reality? 

 

Doing our best to read between the lines on this question – presumably sent before it 
was finished – one thing that came out of some of the behind the scenes aspects of 
our project was the way in which from the 1960s and 1970s OSH became ‘health 
and safety’ more widely, and then more recently – really the 1990s onwards – 
environmental issues were at first tagged on to health and safety (presumably on the 
basis that they were all ‘morally good’ and therefore would sit happily together); 
latterly sustainability has come to be an almost equal partner to health and safety. 
The challenges that the world now faces are so large and the implications so 
uncertain it’s rather difficult to foresee what might happen – other than to say 
sustainability will be thought of in its widest terms: so, not just conservation of natural 
resources like water and energy, but also human capital. Resource scarcity will 
mean that we have to reassess in fundamental ways how we work, where we work 
and indeed what work we do – and OSH must form a part of this assessment. 
 
 

7. "When we have spoken about 'conkers bonkers' and lambasted / even laughed at the 
headmaster for carrying out his risk assessment using the well-trodden basis of 'what 
is the worst thing that can happen whilst I'm doing this and how do ‘I prevent it 
happening'? Little Johnny or Julie loses an eye, then the regulatory and claims 
departments come down on him like a ton of stone saying he has got it wrong. The 
question is, in a non-prescriptive regulatory society that we are now in, what is his or 
her defence? – as this has a direct effect of how HSE is perceived by others, but still 
doesn't allow then the term of common sense. 

 

In 2004, Headteacher Shaun Halfpenny implemented a health and safety ruling that 
pupils at his school must wear safety goggles to play conkers. This story has become 
very well-known; five of the eight focus groups we conducted discussed it, it was cited 



by 9 of our 40 interviewees, has been referenced by the Prime Minister, and a Google 
search for the terms ‘conkers health and safety’ produces more than 40,000 hits. 
There was one catch, however: there was no rule or policy which compelled the 
Headteacher to make this decision, rather the story was a publicity stunt worked up to 
make a protest against his local authority. Hundreds of similar ‘regulatory myth’ stories 
have been published since then, highlighting the media’s role in politicising health and 
safety, and demonstrating that the perceived legitimacy of health and safety regulation 
seems to diminish the further it extends into public life and ‘low risk’ areas. This breeds 
a resistance to health and safety which is a major problem for those, like local 
authorities, who manage risks:  

“Every time I heard 'conkers bonkers' […] I knew that the rug was going to be 
pulled out from under my feet" (Steve Sumner interview, para.63).  

But it also demonstrates that these tensions and determinations are manufactured by 
the media and those who use it to advance their own political regulatory preferences. 
The real defence in a non-prescriptive system is to try and proportionalise the risk 
effectively, via evidence, knowledge, and context: the ‘worst that can happen’ is not 
necessarily the same as ‘the worst that is known to happen’, or even ‘the worst that it 
likely to happen’. 


